
 
 
Hi all,  
 
as we lead into Easter we find ourselves in a confronting and uncertain time.  Our family, like yours, looks 
forward to Easter as an opportunity to spend time together, possibly take a few days off, eat lots of 
seafood, Easter buns and chocolate. This year will be very different for us all.   
 
We must keep ourselves to ourselves as much as possible and for many that will be difficult.  The time 
together camping, at the shack or fishing at the lakes won’t be happening. The big neighbourhood Easter 
egg hunt can’t take place. We all have to modify our usual traditions however I know that we all realise it 
is a small sacrifice for the greater good - because we all care for our families, colleagues and 
communities.   
 
Many of you may be feeling that you are currently leading two lives. Your important work goes on as 
normal albeit with more hygiene and safety procedures in place and then you go home to family, partners, 
housemates, kids and pets (whom some or all might be going a little crazy!!!) marooned in your own 
space.  It’s a very strange time. 
 
I wanted to share some positive work stories because so much that we see on the news or social media is 
negative and it is very easy to lose perspective of our everyday lives. Our team is spread across the 
country so I encourage all of you to share with myself and Pene any good news stories or photos. We want 
to share them so the entire team can see that every task we undertake is important; as we grow, process 
and sell our fish from egg to our end customers. 
 
As you read some of the examples below, think about your own team’s success, and if I don’t know about 
it, please tell us.  

• Our team at the Springfield hatchery has been diligently caring for 38 babies – of the critically 
endangered Giant Freshwater Lobster, keeping them safe until they can be transferred to a local 
river habitat. No stock losses from the current cohort, so clearly Springfield is a nurturing 
environment.  

• Our new underground fish transfer system at Whale Point was successfully put through its paces 
last week, moving 160,000 smolt onto the Ronja Storm via 1100 metres of underground pipe. A 
massive achievement.  

• After 8 months, numerous submitting and resubmitting the same document to various layers of 
government, we have approval for Forest Home to operate at the standing biomass tonnage it 
was actually designed to accommodate! 

• We have already put to sea 2 million smolt.  Last year at this time it was 1 million; and the 2 
million fish are bigger than last year at input. 

• A local Geeveston resident wrote to me over the weekend to compliment the behaviour of one of 
our on water staff members who were extremely courteous while motoring near the resident and 
his wife on the Huon River (near Hideaway Bay).  



 
• The Sales and Marketing team, in less than 3 working days, got a pop-up shop operating from 

the grounds of Parramatta Creek (complete with adherence to social distancing requirements) to 
ensure locals got their Easter salmon and trout.  

• Our processing teams at both Parramatta Creek and Ingleburn, have once again, risen to the pre-
Easter processing challenge, made even harder with the social distancing and hygiene 
requirements, and met every processing demand thrown their way including making new products 
and managing very difficult logistics. 

• The IT team have become master trainers on every known modern video/audio communications 
platform thus ensuring IF we ever are faced with a similar situation, we will know how to avoid 
turning ourselves into Mrs Potato Head during team teleconferences.  

• Our Export and Logistics teams have been an important part of a collective of Tasmanian 
industries who have lobbied government for freight support for export markets and we are 
sending product to our overseas customers. 

• Many people across the People, Safety & Sustainability and Finance divisions have learnt new 
skills (hopefully ones they never have to use again); keeping us well informed about COVID-19 
and the various government announcements.  

• Our Marine Operations crews have largely been focussed on settling the Ronja Storm into her 
new routine, and being a typical assertive female she’s thrown a few curve balls to many, but 
everyone has stepped up and conquered the challenges.  

• And finally, the community is embracing our Community & Education Relations team’s “home-
schooling” challenges; a set of age-specific educational activities focussed on our operations. 
There has been a massive interest from parents and youngsters; check out our Facebook page for 
some of the construction outputs being created by these clever kids.    

And in closing, Marine Ops crews have been reminding colleagues of the beauty of the water; most 
mornings including clever photographers sending through photos of sunrise on the water or a video of 
juvenile dolphins chasing a boat; likewise those who are mastering the art of drones have taken some 
world-class photos of the Ronja Storm; these stunning images are regularly posted on our Facebook page.  

These are just a few examples of what you do every day. We sometimes take for granted how clever we 
are, how hard we work in the background in jobs no-one sees until something breaks or someone doesn’t 
get paid.   

Take a moment over Easter to breathe and appreciate how lucky we are to live where we live, to have 
family, friends and colleagues that care and to remind ourselves that this year of all years that staying 
home and eating Easter eggs is the safest thing to do!!  

We have much to be thankful for. 
 

Stay safe, 
Frances and Peter 

 
PS – Keep an eye on the Huon Aquaculture FB page – I’ve been told the Easter Bunny is running amok in 
the Hobart office and he (or she???!!) is getting up to naughtiness!  


